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A quantum-eld model of the conformally flat space is formulated preserving the quantum-
mechanical interpretation. It is well known that after conformal transformation the Einstein {
Hilbert action looks like an action for a scalar eld with the negative kinetical term and the
selnteraction inspired by the cosmological constant. It is found that negative energy leads to a
negative quantum of the action. This fact does not disturb the probability interpretation but has
some important peculiarities with respect to the usual case.
The metric energy-momentum tensor of the conformal factor tractated as a eld in the back-
ground metric is proportional to the Einstein tensor for the initial metric. Therefore a vacuum
state of the eld is treated as classical space. It is shown that in such vacuum the zero mode is a
scale factor of the flat Freedman Universe. Quantum fluctuations in the derived model are similar
to ones of the inflaton eld.
I. INTRODUCTION
The metric of the conformally flat spacetime contains only one essential variable { a conformal factor [1], which
describes the Universe expansion. The negative energy of this variable leads to the diculties in the quantum
cosmology based on the Wheeler { DeWitt equation 1 [2]. For example, the wave function of the Universe is
nonnormalazible with respect to scale factor like solution of the Klein { Gordon equation does not normalize with
respect to time. Next, a probability current density is not positive denite. Dierent simplication are used to
overcome these obstacles. Matter or scale factor can be treated as nondynamical. Neglecting of the interaction
between matter and scale factor allows to factorize the wave function. Conformal rotation [4] is pure mathematical
method. From other hand, the sign of the Euclidian action for scale factor must be changed with respect to the
matter case to get a physically accepted probability for the birth of Universe [5]. Hence, the negative energy is the
crucial problem in quantum cosmology from theoretical point of view.
Experimental data point out an accelerating expansion of the Universe, and hence, the cosmological constant
may carry a signicant contribution into energy density [6]. It is a dicult question to the quantum eld theory
why expected vacuum energy density is much greater than one corresponded to the cosmological constant [7].
Inflation theories exploit a state equation related to the cosmological constant but they do not explain mentioned
contradiction [8,9]. Meanwhile large scale structure of the Universe and cosmic background radiation anisotropy
may be treated in the frame of inflation theories as consequences of quantum fluctuation of inflaton eld [10]. Mod-
ern tool for studying of inflation is nonequilibrium phase transition dynamics [11] in the eld theoretic Schro¨dinger
picture [12].
So the quantum model of the conformally flat spacetime is interesting theoretically and may link quantum gravity
to the observational data.
In the present paper an attempt is made to quantize the conformally flat spacetime in the Schro¨dinger picture
avoiding troubles of the Wheeler { DeWitt approach. Two main circumstances are taken into account. The
rst, the Hilbert { Einstein action looks like a scalar eld action after factorization of the metric via a conformal
transformation. It is shown that Einstein equations for the conformally flat spacetime are proportional to the
metric energy-momentum tensor [13] for the corresponding scalar eld. Thus vacuum state of the eld is treated
as a classical spacetime. The second, a system with negative energy must be quantized using Plank constant with
negative sign following to Bohr { Sommerfeld rule and analogy between wave mechanic and geometric optic.
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1The reduced phase space quantization [3] allows to ignore the negative sign if the scale factor remains a single degree
of freedom. Furthermore, a special variable must be presented in extended phase space, which becomes a time variable
after reduction. If such variable is the scale factor, a possibility to investigate quantum properties of the early Universe will
disappears.
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In the frame of derived model the expansion of the Universe is described in a classical limit when zero mode of
the eld plays the role of a scale factor of the metric. Quantum fluctuations in the vacuum state are the same as
in the case of inflaton eld.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II a representation of the conformally flat spacetime with the
cosmological constant as a selnteracting scalar eld in Minkowskii spacetime is maid. In Section III quantization
of the oscillating modes is fullled while zero mode is treated as a classical quantity. In Summary the construction
of the model is reviewed, main results are collected, and comparison with some related works is done. Quantization
of the system with the negative energy (inverted harmonic oscillator) is prepared in Appendix A. Some used
formulae for Bessel function are given in Appendix B.
II. CONFORMALLY FLAT SPACETIME AND SCALAR FIELD
To describe conformally flat Universe by a scalar eld in Minkowski spacetime we use conformally flat coordinates.
Let us suppose that there is a general coordinate transformation





~glm(~x), i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (1)
ds2 = gij(x)dxidxj = ~gij(~x)d~xid~xj , (2)
after which some metric has a common multiplier (conformal factor) 2
~gij(~x) = a2(~x)g0ij(~x), (3)
ds2 = a2(~x)(ds0)2, (ds0)2 = g0ij(~x)d~x
id~xj . (4)




p−g (R+ ) ,  > 0, (5)
become equations for conformal factor a(~x) and new metric g0ij(~x) after coordinate transformation (1)






From other hand, the Hilbert { Einstein action (5) can be rewritten in coordinates ~x using conformal transformation
formulae [16] corresponding to factorization of the metric (3)
~R(~x) = a−2
(





2If one treats the conformal factor as a new variable, an additional condition will need (for example g′ = −1) to preserve
the number of independent variables.
3Notations correspond to Landau, Lifshitz book "Classical Theory of Fields" [14]. Geometric units system [15] 16piG = c = 1
(G is the Newtonian constant and c is the speed of light) is used. Conformal factor a(x) has a length dimension, and
cosmological constant  has minus square length one. It is convenient obviously to have the Plank constant in formulae
when quantization is discussed. In usual for quantum gravity system of units 16piG = c = h = 1 all quantities, which






In result an action for a scalar eld a(~x) with negative kinetic term in metric g0ij(~x) [17] appears

















where λ = 4 and total divergence and numerical factor are neglected. Variation of this action with respect to












where canonical energy-momentum tensor is following
T
(can)




















This fact can be directly deduced if we mention that both quantities are derived by variation of the Hilbert {
Einstein action with respect to the metrics which are proportional each other as it follows from (3) 4. The metric
energy-momentum tensor trace is equal to zero on the equation of motion for a(~x)
1
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We see from (12) that metric energy-momentum tensor (10) must be equal to zero to be consistent with Einstein
equations (6). Let us suppose that there is a state in quantum eld theory of the conformal factor a(x) with
vanishing averaged value for the energy-momentum tensor
h0jTij j0i = 0, h0j0i = 1. (14)
Such state naturally is a vacuum state and corresponds to the classical theory.
The transformation (1) can be transformation to the conformally flat coordinates ~x in the case of the conformally
flat spacetime. Hence, the metric g0ij(~x) erasing due to factorization of the ~gij(~x) (3) is Minkowski one
g0ij(~x) = ηij = (+,−,−,−), (15)



























The energy-momentum tensor (17) diers from canonical one by second derivative terms. But corresponding
Hamiltonian may be derived in usual form after removing a total divergence.
The solution of the Einstein equations (6) is the de Sitter spacetime with the curvature scalar R = −λ. In
coordinates ~x it looks like flat Friedmann { Robertson { Walker Universe. Conformally flat spacetime isometries
preserve the factorizarion of the metric ~gij(~x) and action (9). All conformally flat spaces have the same conformal
4The author is indebted to prof. N.A. Chernikov for this remark.
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group symmetry [18]. In particular, de Sitter group generators undergo in to Poincare group ones in the limit of
large curvature radius [19] (small cosmological constant). A correct description of the classical Universe will be
guaranteed by conserved energy-momentum tensor providing that the eld a(x) has a nonzero vacuum average
value a(t) playing the role of a scale factor for the classical metric
a(x) = a(t) + δa(x), (18)
where
a(t)  jδa(x)j. (19)
Vacuum fluctuations will cause increasing of a(t) due to instability of the system with the action (16).
The result of the analysis is following. After factorization of the conformal factor the Hilbert { Einstein action
looks like a conformal scalar eld action with the negative kinetic term. The Einstein equations for the initial metric
(6) are proportional to the metric energy-momentum tensor of the eld (10). Hence, the classical conformally flat
spacetime can be represented as a vacuum state of the unstable scalar eld in Minkowski spacetime. The energy-
momentum tensor vacuum average must be zero and the vacuum eld averag is a classical scale factor.
III. FIELD-THEORETIC SCHRO¨DINGER PICTURE
The most suitable approach to quantize the model (16), (17) is Schro¨dinger picture which has advantages by
studying of nonstationary problems [12]. The aim of the quatization is to nd a ground state of the system and
to construct creation and destruction operators. This is done following to the paper of Guth and Pi [20], where
inflaton eld with selnteraction λφ4 was quantized in de Sitter metric in the frame of the \slow-rollover" phase
transition studying in the new inflation model. Here the problem has been formulated in Minkowski metric but
due to instability of the system the eld zero mode dynamics leads to eect appearing in nonstationary metric.







~k  ~x+ a−~k (t) sin~k  ~x], (20)









ao(t)  a~k (t) (22)
corresponds to the classical limit condition (19). Further simplication is to neglect the modes a~k (t) interaction











[− _a2k(t) + (k2 − λa2o(t))a2k(t))]
)
, (23)
where only one sign modes are presented, their notation is simplied and space integration is prepared.
A. Solution of classical problem







a¨k(t) + (k2 − λa2o(t))ak(t) = 0,
(24)
which concordantly describe independent oscillators ak(t) in an external eld ao(t). Nonconcordant analitically




a¨o(t)− λ3a3o(t) = 0,
a¨k(t) + (k2 − λa2o(t))ak(t) = 0.
(25)




a4o(t) = 0. (26)
must be equal to zero according to correspondence condition (12). The second integration constant can be xed by
assumption that the origin of the time t (the conformal time for the Friedmann { Robertson { Walker interval [15])



















which is considered in the intervals
0  t < 1
0  tpr <1q
6
λ  ao <1.
(29)














ξ(τk) = 0 (30)
with the index ν = 5/2 by change of variables
τk = k(1− t), ak(t) = ξ(τk)pτk. (31)














k are coecients and ψk(t), ψ
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ψk(t) = ih. (34)
Using this relation the coecients Ak, A
y































holds due to reality of the eld a(t, ~x).
5Some used Bessel functions properties are presented in Appendix B [22].
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B. Quantization of oscillatory modes
As zero mode ao(t) is a classical quantity in the accepted approximation (22), only oscillating modes ak(t) must
be quantized as independent variables. Due to the negative kinetic energy the conjugated momentum has opposite




= −2 _ak(t). (37)
The momentum operator is following (see Appendix A)
pik ! ih δ
δak
. (38)
The commutator also diers in sign by comparison to usual case
[ak, pik′ ] = −ihδkk′ . (39)




Ψk(t), Ψk(t)  Ψk[ak, t]. (40)
The Schro¨dinger equation for Ψk(t)
−ih ∂
∂t






− (k2 − λa2o(t))a2k, (42)
where ao(t) is known function (28), can be solved by usual ansatz [20]
Ψk(t) = Ck(t) exp
−2Ωk(t)a2k} , (43)
where a covariance Ωk(t) is introduced















2 − 6(1−t)2 )ϕk(t) = 0.
(45)






















with the same normalization (34) suggesting a condition
jc1j2 − jc2j2 = 1. (47)
The coecient Ck(t) in the wave functional (43) can be expressed via function ϕk(t)Ck(t) = (pijϕkj2−1/4 (48)
according to (45) and to normalization condition
6
Z
DakΨk(t)Ψk(t) = 1. (49)
The real and imaginary parts of the covariance Ωk(t) are following
ReΩk(t) =
1






Hence, the functional Ψk(t) (43) is determined. It corresponds to the Bunch { Davies vacuum [21] of the scalar
eld in de Sitter space which is unique, completely de Sitter invariant vacuum state [20].
We demand Ak (35) to be a desruction operator
AkΨk(t) = 0. (51)
This equality is satised by choosing c1 =1 in solution ϕk(t) (46), hence we have ϕk(t)  ψk(t). The destruction
Ak and creation A
y

















They satisfy to the usual commutation relation
[Ak, A
y
k′ ] = δkk′ , (53)
which preserves a positive denite norm of the state functional.
It is interesting to nd the time dependence for the vacuum fluctuations and for one particle excitation energy.
















1k(t)jΨ1k(t)i = 1 (55)
has the energy






where the vacuum energy is subtracted. The potential part of the energy shows that oscillations of the mode with
the wave number k>
p






At this moment the potential becomes nonoscillatory, the amplitude and fluctuations of the mode begin to grow.
Explicit time dependence of the energy is following
E1k = −hk2 ζ
−6(2ζ6 − 6ζ4 − 9ζ2 − 18), ζ = k(1− t), (58)
where an analytic expression for the spherical Bessel function is used (see Appendix B). For small t 1 and large
k  p6 (that means ζ  1) excitation energy is like a negative oscillator energy E = −hk. With growing of the
time t! 1 the lower bound for oscillating modes wave number k rises. After time t = Tk (57) a moment comes
when excitation energy change the sign. It can be seen from expression for E1k (58) in the limit ζ  1 (t1).
6This coincides with the equation of motion for ak(t) (25) where the solution for the ao(t) (28) is taken into account. The
presence of the nonoscillating modes with (k <
p





C. Comparison with scalar eld
As it follows from (54), (46) vacuum fluctuations of the eld a(x) are similar to ones of the scalar eld in the
de Sitter metric [20]. To show explicitly equivalence of their dynamics properties let us rewrite the equation for
ak (25) in proper time (27) preparing simultaneously mode conformal transformation [13]
ak = aoφk. (59)








k2e−2Htpr − 4φk = 0, (60)











Induced by zero mode mass term µ2 = 4H2 xes the Bessel functions index ν = 5/2 in according with result of [20]
(formula (3.18)). Moreover, the scalar eld zero mode solution (formula (7.6) in [20]) coincides with the solution
for ao (28).
Taking in to account that the equation for the conformal factor a(x) is the trace of the Einstein tensor (13) we
conclude that the ak(t) modes are the metric scalar perturbations [23] for the conformally flat Universe with the
cosmological constant.
IV. SUMMARY
An attempt is undertaken to quantize the conformally flat spacetime in the functional Schro¨dinger picture and
to describe the expanding Universe in the classical limit. The representation of the conformally flat spacetime with
the cosmological constant as a selnteracting scalar eld in Minkowskii world is based on the fact that only one
essential metric variable (conformal factor) describes the investigated model due to the conformal group existence7.
After extracting of the conformal factor from the metric the Hilbert { Einstein action looks like a conformal scalar
eld action with a negative kinetic term and selnteraction inspired by cosmological constant. The metric energy-
momentum tensor for such eld is proportional to the initial Einstein equations. Hence, a vacuum state for this
eld, where energy-momentum tensor average vanishes, corresponds to classical spacetime and the eld average is
a scale factor of the Universe 8.
The role of the negative energy in quantum theory must be claried. In this case the momentum and the velocity
of the particle are contrarily directed. If an action is treated as a wave phase then the constant phase wave will
move against to momentum direction. Hence a proportion coecient between the momentum and the wave vector
must be negative. Further, the negative energy leads to the negative \action"-variable in the Hamilton { Yacobi
theory. And quantum of this \action" must be negative too. Meanwhile, using of the Plank constant with minus
sign does not disturb the Dirac quantization prescription for a classical system. The quantum Poisson bracket holds
Hermitian one. The changing in sign with usual case occurs, for example, in commutator, in momentum operator,
in quasiclassical wave function exponent 9 and in the left hand side of the Schro¨dinger equation. Quantization of
the system with the negative energy includes the standard steps and probability interpretation 10.
7There is an interesting relation: 15 (conformal group Killing vectors) plus one (conformal factor) is equal to 16 (variables
in an arbitrary tensor φµν in four dimemension spacetime).
8Treating of the Einstein equations as an energy-momentum tensor average may change the number of the degrees of
freedom because the equations without second time derivatives now are not constraints [24], but conserved energy-momentum
densities.
9The sign becomes the same as it was suggested by Linde [5].
10The problem of the combined quantization of the gravity and matter is not solved (if only due to dierent signs in the
Schro¨dinger equation). Nevertheless, a correct dealing with the possible negative gravitational energy is necessary. It is well
known that Hartley { Hawking [25] and Vilenkin tunneling [26] wave functions meet diculties following Wheeler { DeWitt
approach.
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In the frame of suggested model the classical Universe arises at the denite stage of the nonstable quantum
system evolution when zero mode of the conformal factor becomes much greater then oscillating modes. So the
classical space is the vacuum state of this system characterized by large eld vacuum average (zero mode) playing
the role of the metric scale factor. Integral of motion for zero mode is the eld energy vacuum average and must
be put to zero to coincides with the corresponding Einstein equation. In result we derive the correct description of
the classical Universe. The existing of the eld vacuum average can be treated as a sequence of the instability due
to the absence of the energy xed sign. The kinetic energy is negative and selnteraction energy depending of the
cosmological constant is positive.
The \phantom" eld Lagrangian [27,28] has a negative kinetic and positive potential parts too. In contrast with
the conformal factor this eld is introduced only for getting a negative pressure to explain accelerating Universe
expansion. The conformal factor leads to zero energy and pressure in the classical limit.
The mentioned above peculiarities distinguish the suggested model from Thirring model [29] describing gravity
by a scalar eld in the eld theoretical formulation of the General Relativity in a flat space11. In such kind of
theories the Universe expansion can not be described because the positive denite Hamiltonian is postulated and
small deviations from Minkowski space are supposed [29].
In the introduced here model the quantum fluctuations are like ones in the inflation theories [20] because the
equations of motion for oscillating modes are the same in both theories. In case of a nonstable system the vacuum
eld average acts like a metric nonstationarity does in case of a stable system. For conformal factor the index
of Bessel function is xed as the mass parameter is connected to the cosmological factor which simultaneously
determines the Hubble parameter.
Further it seems interesting to do the following. In the selfconcordant case (24) renormalization group running of
the interaction constant λ can be studied. It must be shown at nonzero temperature that there is a phase transition
causing the emergence of the vacuum eld average due to quantum fluctuations. Next, quantum properties of the
open, flat and closed Universes can be compared using the fact that the background metric curvature scalar is
presented in the conformal eld action (9). A possible generalization for an arbitrary metric can be investigated.
The most intriguing problem is to incorporate a matter in the model.
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APPENDIX A: SYSTEMS WITH NEGATIVE ENERGY
In this Appendix the quantization of a system with the negative energy is discussed on the example of an inverted
harmonical oscillator. It is shown that the negative energy causes the minus in front of Plank constant. But we do
not need to change the known quantization algorithm and interpretation of resulting quantum theory.
First of all let us discuss a dierence in classical motion for a positive particle (with the positive kinetic energy)
and a negative particle (with the negative kinetic energy). We describe them by L+ and L− Lagrangians respectively








− kx−, _x = dx
dt
, (A.1)
where m>0, k>0. Their accelerations and velocities are contrary each other
x¨− = −x¨+ = k
m
, _x− = − _x+ = k
m
t. (A.2)
The positive particle moves into decreasing potential direction and the negative particle moves into increasing
potential direction
11Gravitation theories as eld theories in Minkowski space are based on the bimetrical formalism introduced by Rosen [30]
and Papapetrou [31]. An arbitrary second rank tensor eld φµν can be decomposed into direct sum of the irreducible
representations of the nonhomogeneous Lorentz group of the spin 2,1 0 [32,33].
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it follows that classically allowed regions are above potential barrier for positive particle and under barrier for





FIG. 1. The positive particle +m moves into decreasing potential direction above potential barrier and the negative
particle −m moves into increasing potential direction under barrier.
From above the inverted oscillator has the following Lagrangian



















= −m _x (A.7)
one derives the Hamiltonian (coinciding with energy)








Hence, the energy is equal or less than zero
E = H  0, (A.9)




FIG. 2. A particle with negative energy E oscillates under the potential.
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, fx, pg = 1, (A.10)
for arbitrary function A = A(x, p), B = B(x, p) one gets the Hamiltonian equations8<
:
_x = fx,Hg = −p/m,
_p = fp,Hg = mω2x,
(A.11)
which correspond to the momentum momentum denition (A.7) and to the Lagrangian equation (A.6) but dier
from usual case by sign.
The straight corollary of the negative energy is the negative \action"-variable in the Hamilton { Yacoby theory
















with the negative oscillator Hamiltonian (A.8) can be solved by substitution
S(x,E, t) = W (x,E)− Et, (A.14)











E  0. (A.15)
It follows from given analysis that two circumstances must be taken into account at the quantizing of the negative
energy system.
First, an \action"-quantum is negative if it would be treated as the least possible portion of the \action" (A.15)
in the Bohr { Zommerfeld quantization. Let us suggest the following
J = −nh (A.16)
where a quantum number n is positive or zero.
Second, a xed value surface [34]
S(~x,E, t) = W (~x,E)− Et = Wo = const (A.17)
moves along to momentum ~p = rW (~x,E) if E>0
S(t) = Wo = W+ − Et, Wo < W+, (A.18)
and against to it if E<0 (Fig. 3)





FIG. 3. Figure.3 The wave S(~x, E, t) = Wo moves along to momentum ~p if E >0 and against to it if E <0.
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Hence, the pointing a wave moving direction vector
~k = r(~x, ω, t), (A.20)
where (~x, ω, t) is a wave phase, coincides with the momentum if E>0 and contradicts to it if E<08<
:
~k "" ~p E > 0,
~k "# ~p E < 0.
(A.21)
Putting
~p = −h~k, (A.22)















> 0, where E < 0. (A.24)
Does the quantum mechanics allow a negative \action"-quantum? According to Dirac [35] the main point in a
classical system quantization is replacement of the classical Poisson bracket by quantum one. The latter must be
Hermitian as the former is real. Introducing minus sign in front of the Plank constant
fA,Bg = 1




does not disturb this condition. Using formulae (A.10), (A.25) one gets commutation relation
[x, p] = −ih, (A.26)
where the momentum operator has the form
p^  ih ∂
∂x
. (A.27)
The quasiclassical wave function reads as following according to (A.23)







and must satisfy to the Schro¨dinger equation
−ih d
dt
Ψ(x, t) = H(x, p^)Ψ(x, t). (A.29)
The energy operator changes the sign with respect to usual case too
E ! −ih d
dt
. (A.30)
The Schro¨dinger equation (A.29) undergoes into the Hamilton {Yacoby equation (A.13) in the classical limit h! 0.
The probability conservation law holds
dρ
dt
+r~j = 0, (A.31)
where
12
ρ = Ψ(x, t)Ψ(x, t), ~j =
ih
2m
(Ψ(x, t)rΨ(x, t)−Ψ(x, t)rΨ(x, t)) . (A.32)
The quantity ρ is positive and has meaning of the probability density under the normalizing conditionZ
ρdx =
Z
Ψ(x, t)Ψ(x, t)dx = 1. (A.33)
The current ~j coincides with the wave vector
~j "" ~k. (A.34)















one gets the Ehrenfest theorems 8<
:
d
dt hx^i = h− 1ih¯ [x^, H]i = −hp^i/m,
d
dt hp^i = h− 1ih¯ [p^, H ]i = mω2hxi,
(A.37)
which correspond to classical Hamiltonian equations (A.11).
Now the Schro¨dinger picture and lling number representation for negative harmonic oscillator can be considered.
The Schro¨dinger equation











Ψ(x, t) = 0, (A.38)









Ψ(x, t) = 0, (A.39)












we get usual equation 
∂2
∂ξ2
− ξ2 + ε

Ψ(x, t) = 0. (A.41)





































satisfy to the orthogonality condition
+1Z
−1
Ψm(x, t)Ψn(x, t)dx = δmn. (A.45)





































satisfying to the commutation relation
[a, ay] = 1 (A.48)
according to (A.26). The operator a annuls the vacuum state
j0i = Ψo(x, t) = 1
pi1/4
e−ξ
2/2, h0j0i = 1, (A.49)
aj0i = 0. (A.50)
The operator ay gives exited states with the quantum number n acting on to the vacuum
jni = Ψn(x, t) = 1p
n!
(ay)nΨo(x, t), hnjni = 1. (A.51)








where a particle number operator is introduced
n^ = aya, n^jni = njni. (A.53)
To give the interpretation for the operators a, ay let us nd the value of the operators H and n^ in the stations
ayjni, ajni
Hayjni = (En − hω)ayjni, n^ayjni = (n+ 1)ayjni, (A.54)
Hajni = (En + hω)ajni, n^ajni = (n− 1)ajni. (A.55)
The operator ay decreases the energy onto the quantity hω and increases the particle number onto unit. This
operator can be called the creation operator for the particle with the negative energy −hω. The operator a
increases the energy onto the quantity hω and decreases the particle number onto unit. This operator can be called
the destruction operator for the particle with the negative energy −hω.
So the quantum theory of the negative energy system needs a negative \action"-quantum value by preserving
the usual apparatus and probability interpretation.
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APPENDIX B: BESSEL FUNCTION
The rst and second order Hankel fuctions [22] are linear combinations of the Bessel functions
H
(1)
ν (ζ) = Jν(ζ) + iYν(ζ)
H
(2)
ν (ζ) = Jν(ζ) − iYν(ζ)
(B.1)











They are complex conjugated by real argument ζ 2 <
H(1)ν (ζ)

= H(2)ν (ζ). (B.3)

















2ζY 52 (ζ) =

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